
An invitation to Relax 

Our Rooms 

Hotel Luxury Resort is relaxing, energizing and rejuvenating. 

With a different room type to satisfy all personal tastes, every room boasts Hotel Luxury 
Alpen Resort’s unmistakable style made up of refined simplicity, natural wood furniture and 
attention to the smallest of details. 

  

All rooms include a large screen or flat screen television, Internet access, a safe, mini bar, a comfy 
bathrobe and our exclusive Bio-Eco ExCe products - Excellent Personal Care. 

  

Classic 

Found in our ‘Dependance’ these rooms are ideal for guests who value simplicity and functionality, 
who take pleasure in spending their vacation in the fresh air while at the time, appreciate an 
extremely comfortable bed to relax in at the end of each day. 

  

Deluxe 

In our ‘Residence these spacious rooms were created for guests who appreciate a relaxing colour 
scheme, the streamlined elegance of Elm wood furniture, and the joy of a spacious terrace from 
where to enjoy the stunning mountainous scenery. 

  

Deluxe Family  

In our ‘Residence these rooms include two double beds in order to accommodate families with 2 or 
3 kids. Children under the age of 12, sharing a room with their parents, are free of charge. 

  

Exclusive 

Found in our main hotel and perfect for guests wishing to discover what a Bio-Eco room has to 
offer. The Exclusive Room is surprisingly modern in design, provides great comfort and makes any 
stay even more exceptional. 

  



Junior Suite:  

Found in both our main hotel and our ‘Residence, this suite is perfect for guests who love space, 
comfort, and take pleasure in ‘in-room’ entertainment. 

  

Emotional Suite:  

Found in both our main hotel and ‘Residence’, ideal for any guest who loves to be blessed with 
something unique and to fully live an experience. Discover the refined pleasure of being surrounded 
by and enjoying the comfort of, the best Italian design… while indulging oneself with the 
exclusivity of your own in-suite SPA. 

  

Each Emotional Suite is unique and differs from one another: 

• Emotional Suite Balcony 
• Emotional Tower or Alpen Suite 
• Emotional Jr. Suite Balcony 
• Emotional Jr. Suite 

 


